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Editor's Notes 
This issue of "The Heap" contains numerous small items, 

which I hope will be of some interest to you. As usual, I have 
included some items from the last symposium, in New Orleans, for 
those of you who couldn't get there. These include VAX Ada field 
test reports, and the slides from a talk on TPU programming tech
niques. 

Also in this issue is a list of errors from the TeXBook, 
second edition. If you are a user of TeX, this should prove 
valuable, and if you're not a user of TeX, you should be. 

Kathy Hornback, our esteemed SIG Chair, has submitted an ar
ticle summarizing the results of the last Wishlist survey, and 
DEC's response to the top vote getters. Along with this, Alan 
Rizzuto has submitted the form for starting the next iteration of 
the wishlist survey. Alan has kindly taken over this function 
from me, I hope you will help him with the process by submitting 
items. I know he will be more organized about the whole affair 
than I was. 

Finally, I have include1 a number of letters which may be of 
interest to our membership, including a response to the Fortran 
BX material. That material was probably our hottest topic in New 
Orleans; watch this space for future developments. In particu
lar, we will probably be including a questionnaire sometime soon; 
at the request of the Fortran 8X standards group. 

This will probably be the final issue of "The Heap" as you 
now know it. The DECUS Management Council has voted to combine 
the various SIG newsletters into a combined publication. I and 
several others have been adamantly opposed to this, but the old 
saying about fighting City Hall holds true. There comes a time 
when you've got to admit you've lost, and make the best of the 
situation. If all the rosy predictions for the combined 
newsletter come true, you should be better served in the future, 
so lets hope for the best. In any case, I hope that over the 
past year I have provided you with useful and interesting infor
mation. I will continue to try to do so under the new format al
so. As usual, I welcome any comments or suggestions. My address 
is: 

Alan L. Folsom, Jr. 
Dept 431, Fischer & Porter Co. 
E. County Line Road 
Warminster, Pa. 18974 
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Al Note 

SPECIAL SIGART Issu£ ON AI JN ENGINEERING 

TME SIGART NEWSLETTER• A ~UARTERLY PUFLJCATJDN OF THE ACM SPECIAL 
JNTEPEST-6RDUP ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE• CONTINUES TD PE AN EXCELLENT 
~OL•PCE FOP INFOPMF'ITION ON "REAL loloFl!LI:•" AI PPOJEcTs. THE AF-•UL JssL•E (No. 
~2), CONTAINS A NINETY PAGE SURVEY DF THE PRESENT STATUS OF AFl!TJFICJFtL 
JNTFLLJGENCE AS APPLIED TO ENGINEERING. THE FtUTHOPS OF THE SURVEY AFl!E D. 
~PJFl!FtM AND R. JOOP•FtNI OF CMU. DP. SRIFl!AM WAS THE COHPILEFI! OF THE EXTENSIVE 
AI •r•LIOGFl!APHY WHICH WAS PU•LISHED IN THE LAST ISSUE OF "THE HEAP''· QuoTING 
FFl!OM THEIR INTFl!ODUCTIDN' 

"THE PAPERS IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE WEFl!E COMPILED FFl!DH RESPONSES TD 
THE ANNOUNCEMENT IN THE JULY 1984 ISSUE DF THE SIGART NEWSLETTER AND 
NDTJCES POSTED OVEP THE ARPANET. THE INTEFl!EST PEING SHOWN IN THIS AFl!EA IS 
•FFLECTED JN THE SIXTY PAPERS RECEIVED FROM OVER SIX COUNTRIES." 

ExPEFl!T SYSTEMS FDFl!M THE LARGEST GFl!OUP OF SYSTEMS IN THE SUFl!VEY' •uT 
rFtUSAL KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND NFtTUFl!AL LANGUAGE PROCESSING APE ALSO 
~UPVFYED. THERE IS A SECTION DESCPI£ING TOOLS FOP THE APPLICATTION OF AI TO 
FNGINEEPING• AS WELL AS A SPECIAL SECTION DEVOTED TD GROUPS DEVELOPING MOPE 
TMFtN ONE APPLICATION. HEFl!E IS THE COMPLETE LIST OF APPLICATION AREAS COVERED: 

CA•-•SFtL I TY 
CONTROL 
DATFt•FtSES/MFtNAGEMENT 
DESIGN (THIS MAS THE LARGEST GROUP' REPORTING DN 23 DESIGN SYSTEMS) 
DIAGNOSIS 
EI:•L•CAT I ON 
6POUPS INVOLVED IN SEVERAL PROJECTS 
INTERPRETATION 
l'IANLIFACTLIP I NG 
MI SCELLANEOLIS 
NATURAL LANGUAGE 
REPAIR/MAINTENANCE 
S: I M•-•LAT I ON 
TOOLS 

TME A LIT HOPS PP.OM I SE A FL•TL•PE UF·DATE TD THE Sl.IPl,.EY' ANI:• DRAW 
ATTENTION TO TME "FIRST INTERNATIONAL CONFEPENCE ON APPLICATIONS OF 
A~TJFJCIFtL INTELLIGENCE TO ENGINEERING PRO•LEMS" WHICH WILL PE HELD AFPIL 15-18' 
19860 AT SOUTHAMPTON UNIVEPSITY' ENGLAND. FoP HOPE INFO~MATJON A•DUT THE 
f'."ONFEFl!ENCE' CONTACT: 

D. SPIPAM• TECHNICAL CHAI~MAN FIRST AIEP 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 

AND CONSTRUCTION RoPoTics LA•ORATOPY 
DEPAPTMENT O~ CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY 
PJTTSPUPGH' PA 15213 
.S:FI! J PAMGICM•-•-P I -c J VE. APF·Ft 

t..IOPl<:ING ••• 
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inc. A Subsidiary of KMS Industries, Inc. 
3621 South State Road, P.O. Box 1567, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106-1567 3131789-8500 

The L&T Newsletter 
C/O Al Folsom 
Fisher and Porter 
Bast County Lane Road 
Varminster, Pa 18974 

Dear Al: 

June 4, 1985 

VAXintosh Futures 

James Downward 
VAXintosh Vorking Group 

C/O KMS Fusion, Inc 
P.O. Box 1567 

Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106 
(313)-769-8500 

At the Spring DECUS meeting the VAX SIG and the Languages and Tools SIG 
seem to have jointly formed a VAXintosh Vorking Group. Yes, you heard right, a 
"VAXintosh". Not surprisingly, there is a lot of interest among the DECUS 
membership in providing MACINTOSH like functionality for VAX systems and DEC 
systems in general. 

At the "Just a Modest Proposal" session on Monday night, I presented a 
proposal that DEC needed a VAXintosh-like machine. The proposal was well 
received by the VHS community. That night I talked long into the morning hours 
with the software engineer in charge of the DEC user/machine i~terface for the 
VAXstation. It was quite clear from this conversation that DEC was very 
interested in the issue and wanted significant user input to help define what 
the needs, requirements, and market place for such product were. 

Consequently on Vednesday, A BOP session on "VAXintosh Futures" was held 
with close to 100 attendees. It was soon realized that a VAXintosh represents 
a rather complicated, •ulti-faceted issue. Consequently, we propose to develop 
a working paper for presentation to DEC outlining in some detail what we •ean 
by a VAXintosh. Topics which must be addressed include both hardware and 
software requirements and the general philosophy for the user/machine 
interface. Topics which we feel need to be addressed include: 

o Market segments to be addressed by the VAXintosh. Vhy is it needed? Vhat 
users would benefit most from a VAXintosh and why? 
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Page 2 

o Specific hardware requirements. Vould just a cheap desk-VAX do, or is more 
needed? This includes graphic resolution, graphic display speed, 
ergonomics, input device (aouse?), local intelligence, and computer port 
I/O speed. 

o User/Machine Interface. Is a MAC-like, icon driven interface what is 
needed? If so, •ust it aimic all of DCL or just a subset? 

o User software development tools for a VAXintosh. Is an extension of SMG 
adequate to provide the functionality needed? Is a "Ouick-Draw"-like 
interface needed. Vhat about a special CLI to map MAC-like icon commands 
into DCL commands, or possibly extensions of the CDU to include ICON 
commands so that utilities could vork both from an icon driven interface or 
from a DCL interface? 

o DEC-supplied VAXintosh software. Are DEC equivalents of software packages 
like MACwrite, MACdraw, etc. needed for the VAXintosh or vill user 
developed software suffice (if the interface and development tools exist)? 

o MAC-Specific issues. Should DEC have a DECnet-MAC software product (they 
have a DECnet/MS-DOS product) or an interconnect to AppleTalk? Should DEC 
offer additional support for the MACINTOSH as a VAX terminal? 

As you can see the issues are rather complex and we have a significant 
amount of work to do if we are to address these issues adequately to make an 
impact on DEC within the appropriate time window. Numerous attendees at the 
BOP session, have volunteered to write mini-working papers on one or more of 
the above subjects. I have volunteered to gather these papers and try to 
hammer them into a coherent whole (throwing in my own ideas also, of course). 

However, we don't want to limit the input to this effort to the people who 
attended the BOF. Input from as many sources and points of view as possible is 
needed. Consequently, if you are interested in "VAXintosh Futures", write down 
your thoughts, proposals, or design goals and send them to me. 

If we get enough input and support from the VMS community, by Fall, the 
VAX and Languages and Tools SIGs can jointly present DEC with a detailed 
working paper proposing what we would want in a VAXintosh. Currently, we have 
some support within DEC for a VAXintosh in some form. They have a "gut level" 
feeling that something is needed but are not sure quite what. This gives the 
VMS community a significant "window of opportunity" to influence DEC software 
and hardware product aanagement when it counts. 

Sincerely, 

'~Q Y~es Downward 
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AMA>< &NGINEEAING AND MANAGEMENT SERVICES COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of AMAX Inc. 

1707 COLE BOULEVARD • GOLDEN, COLORADO ICM01 • (303) ~ 

June 13, 1985 

DECUS Languages and Tools SIG 
Mr. Alan L. Folsom, Jr., Editor 
Dept. 431 
Fischer & Porter Company 
County Line Road 
Warminster, PA 18974 

A Progra.er's Response to May 1984 FORTRAN-BX FIB-1 
and the DEC and IBM Objections to Publication Therof 

I am deeply disappointed by the negative responses to FORTRAN-BX which were 
expressed by the vendors, and which probably are representative of their 
customers. In a nutshell, the FORTRAN Conmittee is being asked to preserve 
nearly all of old FORTRAN in any new FORTRAN. What a shame. In the name 
of •upward compatibility•, we are to be shackeled to dinosaurous language 
constructs that hobble the progress of programming practice and profes
sion. Today's and tomorrow's programmers are to be mired in the tar pits 
of decades-old source code, and denied the ability to exploit and even 
propel the astonishing progress in hardware technology all around. As a 
programmer with over fifteen years' use of the language, I'm ready for a 
new, even radical 1f need be, departure from this venerable-but-musty old 
syntax. To the preservationists, I say •vour foshtence on fossil-code 
compatibility is holding us down!" 

It's very clear, for instance, that the WHERE construct and the array 
operations proposed in FORTRAN-BX FIB-1 facilitate some safe, simple, and 
unambiguous compilations into parallel-processor code. (Is it sinister, or 
mere coincidence that neither vendor is vanguard in parallel processing?) 
If WHERE and arrayops are written off as too •not demonstrably compatible• 
with existing FORTRAN, we will lose our best hope for orders-of-magnitude 
performance improvements for the sake of programs punched on 026's. 

Computer vendors tend to see language changes in terms of extensions. That 
1s how we get tied to particular brands in spite of standardized languages. 
Every vendor's FORTRAN-77 has 1ts own set of extensions, and any program 
using those extensions suffers 1n portability to another computer model. 
As a result, the vendor is more familiar with tackfog on incremental 
enhancements than writing a whole new compiler. Such methodology is costly: 
in the name of old-syntax compatibility, DEC-20 FORTRAN-77 1s only this 
sL11111er finally fleshed out; I would have been much happier to have a com
plete DEC-20 FORTRAN-77 implementation as early as the new VAX product came 
out, even if compatibility was compromised. (I understand that compati
bility was what DEC-20 user representatives asked for; I think some 
leadership should have steered them away from that tar.) 



Ult;mately, compat;bility is ridiculous, and doomed. Where would we be if 
a standards body had decreed that the next generation desktop hardware had 
to be 6502-compatible? Or, if no VAX were permitted that could not boot-up 
from a PDP-11 disk? The competition to FORTRAN is PASCAL; if FORTRAN 
eannot incorporate modern language constructs, it will end up abandoned, 
untaught, and unbought. I would 111uch rather convert to a new, strong 
FORTRAN than have to abandon it all and go to another language. Yet there 
I am headed, if preservationists have their way. 

Source-level compatibil;ty is an issue for the myopic. G;ven an adequate 
filter program (which should be a part of the standard), I could even 
continue to write in FORTRAN-77 and use FORTRAN-BX. Surely it's easier to 
write a 77-to-BX filter than it is to write an BX-and-77-and-66-and 
extensions compiler! Let the languages be incompatible; just give us the 
bridge out of one language and into the next. 

Where are we going? New languages are incorporating good features of 
others. New TrueBASIC resembles PASCAL more than BASIC; I think that's to 
the better. If I'm not mistaken, FORTRAN-BX is learriig a few tricks from 
APL; I would love to gain APL power without having to relearn operator 
precedence. New computer language constructs seem to be converging on 
psuedocode structure and higher-level abstractions. If we can just slough 
off some of the old baggage, our new languages can also become less complex 
and costly, more simple, effective, and economical. 

Peter F. Klarmner 
Mineral Systems Development 

/sm 
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TEXbook Bugs 
B•1• ia TAe 7»Xbooi, .eeoatl prialin.1 1 

This is a list of all corrections made to Tbe 7tX"oot since the second printing. 
If your copy doesn't la)' 'Second priDtiDr (October 1984)' on the copyright page, 
you should also look at the previous bug list. In fact, the most important cor
rections to the Int printing were discovered Int, so they've already been made. 

Page 23, line 16 (10/13/H) 
nt. 19 tel, Yerlioa 1.0 (praload .. fonat-plaia 13.T.16) 

Page 33, line 32 (10/21/84) 

fhe bottom line shows how far ~ has gotten until now in the •tDrJ 

Page 67, append a new exercise 

~~· EXEB.OISE 11.1 
YY Ooutnad a \frac macro ncla tlaat '\fracl/2'yields '•/1'. 

Page 130, line 15 

rt:'+,., 
Page 194, lines 13-15 should be centered better 

s Es; 

if s e ' tlaen ' E s; 

if s e ' and ' E • tlaen s e ir. 

Page 215, lines 9 and 10 from the bottom 

(1/19/85) 

(4/17/85) 

(10/22/84) 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(12/23/84) 
general format ii the nme u for \def and \pef, bat '!EX blindly expands tile tokens 
of the replacemem text according to the expansion nales above. For example, consider 

Page 233, lines lfr U> 

Weight 

8 lbs. 
9 lbs. 
9•{2 lbs. 
10•{2 lbs. 

Sernng• 
6 
7 to 8 
8 to 9 
9to10 

Page 236, lines 18-21 

Squab Pounn 
Broiler Poulet Nouve•u 

1'17er Poulet Reine 
Router Poultmle 

Approzimate Cooking Time* 

1 hour and 50 to 55 minutes 
About 2 hours 
2 hours and 10 to 15 minutes 
2 hours and 15 to 20 minutes 

(1/19/85) 

(1/19/85) 

2 '/•to 1 Broil, Grill, Rout 
2to 3 1 1/1 to 2 1/1 Broil, Grill, Rout 
3 to 5 2 to 3 Fry, Saate, Rout 

5•/1 to 9 Owr3 Rout,Poacla,FriC&11ee 

(Thill dauge shoald also be made at the bottom of page 237.) 
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Ba11 ia Tle 2j:Xbool, 1.:oal prirdiaf 

Page 236, Bfth-last line (1/19/85) 

Page 237, line 25 (10/10/84) 

•yiag '\\abakips(ghae)'. For example, let'• clothe po11ltry table agaia, b11t with the 

Page 280, lines 7 and 8 (1/8/85) 

(•bit umber). The 1pecitiecl oatp11t ltream ii opened or c:loecl, for ue iD \write 
commucll, u explaiaecl iD Chapter 21. 

Page 300, lines 5-10 !changed for version 1.3) (11/25/84) 

wlaat part of 'JEX'• memory lau become overloaded; oDe of t.lae following fo11rteen things 
will be mentioned: 

mber of a\riap (namn of cont.rol 1eq11ence1 ucl tiles) 
pool else (the claarac:ten in 111cla names) 
u.ia ••••Z'J •h• (boxes, gl11e, breakpoints, token lists, claaracten, etc.) 

Page 300, lines 23-29 jchanged for version 1.3) (11/25/84) 

II yoa laave a job tlaat doesn't. OYerlow 'JEX'• capacity, yet yoa want to ee 
just how c:losely ')'OU have approached the limits, j11st set. \tradqatat• to 

a positive w.111e before the encl of yo11r job. The log tile will then coac111de with a 
report oD ')'O•r act11al 11sage of t.lae tint. elewn things Damed above (i.e., the n11mber of 
strings, ••. , the 1ave 1ize), in that. or~!, _!'urt.hermore, ifyo111et. \tradqatat• eq11al 
to 2 or more, 'JEX will show its c11rreat memory usage whenever it does a \abipoat 
command. S11cla statistics are broken into two parts; '400t&960' means, for example, 
that 490 words are being 11sed for "large" things like boxes, glue, ud breakpoints, 
while 5950 words are being 111ed for "small" things like tokens ud claaract.en. 

Page 305, line 26 (12/24/84) 

aentable u •-1( Asking 'JEX to \abow\ ••M prod11ce1 the response '> \ ••)laaacro : -> \... '. 

Page 308, line 25 (3/25/85) 

\4of\appo1Mlroaaat11213{\odofl1{\def\Doexpmadl1{\caaaao 

Page 311, insert a new answer (1/19/85) 

11.8. \dof\fracl1/12{\leaToT11odo\korn.loa 
\raiae.&ez\bboz{\tbe\acriptfoatOll)\kern-.1•• 
/\k•rn-.l&ea\1ower.26ez\bboz{\tb•\•criptfoDt012)} 

(Thu ca111e1 anBWer 12.8 to move to page 312; u~r 12.11 also moves to page 313.) 
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Pare 327, lines 26-33 

11.11. t•\tiapla7llaaa{\laflllz\•11UiT z:\lafill\llap{(l))\cr 
\lafill \laltez{if)\ .... z\•'111 • 1\..-.\laltez{Q .. )\ .... 

1\•11UlT z:\lafl11\llap{(2))\cr 
\lafill \laboz{if)\q11&11 z\•11111'1 7\.,.ad\bboz{uad)\.,..t 

7\oquiT a\q11&11\bboz{theD)\1111at 
z\acpalT a.\laflll\llap{(S))\cr)•• 

T•ere'• also a trickier 10latioa, wlaida begia1 with 

t•\tlapla7llaea(z\e.,.tTz:\lafll\llap{(l))\lafllae1\cr 

Page 332, lines 17-24 

(10/22/84) 

(1/19/85) 

\aett&'ba\•\ladeattl0\fracl\21ba.\q.,....\ltlerriaca\q.,._..\cr 
\•t\ae,thiaapace\itlelslltt\it lerrlas•t 

{\it Approzi11&t• Cookiaa Tiae\/)•\cr 
\aaallakip 
\•ti lba .Ht1 hoar aad &O t• && alaatea\cr 
\•ti lba.tT to la&bout 2 hoara\cr 
\•tl\frac1/2 lba.tl to tt2 h•ar• &ad 10 to l& alaatoa\cr 
\•t10\fracl/2 lb• .ti to J.OA2...houn &ad l& to 20 alaafiH\cr 

Page 332, lines 33-35 (1/19/85) 

proofs. (Yoa werea't 111pposed to tlaiak of tlail, bat it laas to be mentioaed.) See 
exercise 11.6 for the '\frac' macro; it's better to I&)' '•/1' than 'l '•ill a cookbook. 

Another way to treat this table would be to display it ia a vbax, ialtead of 
iacladiag a &m column whose sole purpose is to 1pecify iadentatioa. 

Page 357, lines 35 and 36 (1/8/85) 

\4ef\•{\diacrotiDD&rJ{\thiaapace\tho\fieztfoDt2\char2){){)) 

Page 357, last two lines (4/17/85) 

\def\prtmla{\ifz'\aoxfi\lofi\aext\prtlle\elae\lfz•\aexfi\lot\aext\prtllfi 
\olH\lefi\aext\esroup\fi \fl \aext) 

\def\prtllal1{\primla)\dof\prtllfil112{12\osroup) 

Page 358, lines 8-12 (1/23/85) 

\4ef\hbar{{\11&fihchar'2e\llkera-lbmh)) 
\def\aard{{\11afihchar"l2TO)) 
\def\aaal•{{\Tboz{\ialisa{•\mtth\•cript•t1loll•\crcr 

\aot\11&fihrol{\llkera1,llU)\crcr\aoali&D{\aoiaterllaoakip) 
\llkora2.&1111\leadora\larul•h•lshfi.3'pfi\hfill\llkora2.&1111\crcr)))) 
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4 Bagi ia 7'le 2»'tboo.t, 1ecoal 1rialiag 

Page 359, lines 7-8 (1/22/85) 

\4ef\44ete{\aaUaiaaer(\llkenal1111\raiae7pt\Tboz{\kena7pt\labez{.))\llkena2ma 
\rai••'pt\labez{.)\llkera211D\raiaelpt\laboz{.)\llk•nal1111)) 

Page 360, line 22 (1/22/85) 

\llkenaln \raiH. l\diaeal\cop7\rHtboz \llkena-10.. \bozO) 

Page 361, line 3 (3/27 /85) 

\4ef\1nai14relll\•T•rl2{\aatbre1{\aatbop{\tona0ptl2)\1iait••(tl))) 

Page 361, lines 19-20 (1/22/85) 

\4ef\bao4{\ .. tip-\aelbnlakip\llko:na&1111 
\aatbbia{\n aod) \peD&lt7900 \llkonaln \ .. tip-\aolbnlakip) 

Page 361, line 27 (5/1/85) 

\def\aatrizll{\Dall\.\TcODtor(\aonalbaaoliDo•\altb 

Page 361, bottom line (5/1/85) 

\aa11\:\Tboz(\tena\htl\boz2)\eadsroap) 

Page 362, line 9 (5/1/85) 

\def\eqaliplll{\mall\.\Tceater(\opeaapl\jot\attb 

Page 364, line 3 (3/23/85) 

\dof\plaiaoatput(\abipoat\Tboz(\aakebea4liae\pacobod7\aakofootliao)I 

Page 399, eighth-last line (2/11/85) 

\baaoliD••kips\footaotebaaolia••tip\aoiDdeat\allbbozO\par) 

Page 401, line 5 (1/29/85) 

\foatdiaoDparameten to qaalify u a math l)'Dlbol font). (2) Set all the font id"ati&"n 

Page 414, line 10 (12/17/84) 

\foat\titlofoat•c .. adc40 I titl•• iD cll&ptar •P••iasa 

Page 444, bottom line (1/10/85) 

clepth l(•) + "• coa1isting of bax s followed by aa appropriate ken followed by bax •· 
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Ba11 i• Tbe ~boo.Ir, 1eeoal prialiag I 

Page 466, left column 

lradlom, 17, ISt-HS, 112, 170, 171, 
Ill, ftt-445. 

lmge, IH. 
lluhedform, 17, ISt-HO, 2U, 2H. 

(1/19/85) 

Page 470, index entries for \loagleftarrow thru \Loagriglatarrow (10/5/84) 

Tlae refereace to page ass 1laoald be aaderliaed (•eve• time1). 

Page 475, index entry for punctuation in formulas (4/29/85) 
Add a refereace to page USl. 

Page 478, Int and last lines (10/11/84) 

Delete the Jut liae ia the right-hand colamn (1bace it appean oa page 479), and add 
the followiag liae at the top of the left-hand column (sbace it wu dropped by mistake 
from the 1ecoad printbag): 

lt)rle1 of math formatting, HO-HI, ftl-4'7. 

Page '78, tabskip entries (3/25/85) 

Iastead of '237-239' and '237-238' it 1laoald 1ay •m-m• twice. 

Page 483, lines 16-17 (1/19/85) 
P.O. Box 1608 
Provideace II 02940-1608, USA. 

Page 483, lines 22-23 (1/19/85) 

P.O. Box 9506 
Providence Rl 02940-9506, USA. 
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TPU 

PROGRAMMING 

TECHNIQUES 

SEARCHING 

• USE IXACT SEARCHES INSTEAD OF N0-6XACT 
SEARCHES WHERE POSSIBLE 

• FORWARD SEARCHES ARE SLIGHTLY FASTER THAN 
REVERSE SEARCHES 

• USE llARCHC.PATIERtLVARIABLE) INSTEAD OF 
RARCHC.PATIERN EXPRESSION) 

• USE ANY('ABC') INSTEAD OF 'A'l'B'l'C' 
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SEARCHING 

• USE ANCHORED PAnERN SEARCH TO LOOK FOR 
TEXT ON CURRENT LINE INSTEAD OF LOOKING AT 
EACH CHARACTER 

• USE PAnERNS ALONG WITH OTHER TPU FUNCTIONS 

SEARCHING 

I cllec:k if a particular pattana lie• lliWD col 1 to IO) 
PllOC!DURE nsr 
Wlaiteapaca :• • • + • •; I .,.ca + tab 
,..._,.t :• ., •• BPAl(wlaitNpaca) •• ,., ••• IDIAII; 
••arcll..nqa:• BEAltCll(paga_pat,tonrard); 

POSinDl(aaarcla_ruge); 

JP (GET_IIFO(cmrat_battar,•ottaat_col-•) >- 1) 
111!1 

POSinOICEID_DF'(•aarcb_nqa)); 
IF (GET_llP'O(carrmt_batfar,•ottaat_col-•) c- IO) 
THEN 

POSITIDl(eaarcb..nDga); 
IETUIUI 

llDIF; 
llDIF; 

llDPIOCEDUltE 
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USING THE LANGUAGE 

• USE •(EXP) INSTEAD OF •(EXP) • 1 
• USE •NOT (EXP) INSTEAD OF• (EXP) • 0 
• USE ON...11111011 TO CATCH ERRORS INSTEAD OF 

CHECKING RESULTS OF FUNCnoNS 

USING THE LANGUAGE 

Proceclan BnIP 
LOCAL MU'Clapat,IHUclu'ul•: 

._error 
man I all dOD• <•• D or aearcJa fall•) 

LDllP 

MUcla_nap :• 8UllCR (•evclapet,fonard); 
poaitioe(begimaiDC-of(•euc:Ja..ruge)); 
-•-claaracter(leagtll(•earcla_rug•)); 

llDLDOP; 

Dll'IOCDUIE 
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USING THE LANGUAGE 

• MOVE MARK AND CREA TLllANGE FUNCTIONS 
OUT OF IOOPS WHERE POSSIBLE 

• MOVE SU8STR OPERATIONS OUT OF IOOPS 
WHERE POSSIBLE 

• USE THE CASE STATEMENT INSTEAD OF NESTED 
IF· THEN-ELSE WHERE POSSIBLE 

ORDER OF MARKER VARIABLES IS IMPORTANT FOR 
RELATIONAL OPERATORS 

USING THE LANGUAGE 

• DELETE CONTENTS OF GLOBAL VARIABLES WHEN 
NO LONGER IN USE 

• AVOID RUNNING THE COMPILER INADVERTENTLY 
• USE ACTUAL VARIABLE NAMES INSTEAD OF 

CUllllENT...X BUILT-INS 
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USING THE LANGUAGE 

• AVOID NUMEROUS LOCAL DECLARATIONS IN 
FREQUENTLY CALLED PROCEDURES 

• STORE STRING VARIABLES (IF USED REPEATEDLY) 
IN GLOBAL VARIABLES 

PROCEDURE CALL OVERHEAD IS MINIMAL FOR 
PROCEDURES WITHOUT ARGUMENTS 

BUFFER MANAGEMENT 

• DELETING A BUFFER CAN BE VERY COMPUTE 
BOUND 

• CREATE BUFFERS ONLY WHEN NECESSARY AND 
ERASE BUFFER CONTENTS WHEN NO LONGER 
NEEDED 

• USE COPY OR lfOVI! TIXTTO MOVE LARGE 
BLOCKS OF DATA INSTEAD OFA IELECTRANGE 

• (USE MAX-UNll BUFFER sm1NG TO CONTROL 
BUFFER GROWTH) 

17 



EXTENDING EVE OR EDT INTERFACE 

• READ CHAPTER 5 (REFERENCE), CHAPTER 6 (EVE), 
CHAPTER 10(EDTEM) 

• NO PERFORMANCE PENALITY FOR HEA Vil Y 
COMMENTED PROGRAMS 

• CONVERT A GROWING COMMAND FILE INTO 
SECTION FILE 

• REMOVE UNUSED PROCEDURES FROM YOUR 
SECTION FILE 

EXTENDING EVE OR EDT INTERFACE 

• MOVE INFREQUENTLY USED PROGRAMS OUT OF 
YOUR SECTION FILE 

• DYNAMICALLY COMPILE AND EXECUTE 
PROGRAMS WHEN NEEDED 

• VM FOR PROCEDURES IN A SECTION FILE 
CANNOT BE RE-USED IF THE PROCEDURE IS 
REDEFINED 

• DELETE PROCEDURES IF USED ONLY ONCE WHEN 
BUILDING SECTION FILE 
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EXTENDING EVE OR EDT INTERFACE 

• PUT GLOBAL VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS IN 
PROCEDURE AT THE BEGINNING OF SECTION FILE 

• FEEL FREE TO •REDUCE. INTERFACE BASED ON 
PERSONAL PREFERENCE 

LOW-SPEED TERMINALS 
(< 2400 BAUD) 

• SHRINK YOUR MAIN WINDOW SIZE FOR SLOW SPEED 
LINE USAGE 

lllF'llE..IEY (•adjallt_w1Dd09(carrtDt_llilldow,0,-10)•, 
te7_....C•e•,e111tt_te7) 

) 
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LOW-SPEED TERMINALS 
( < 2400 BAUD) 

• 1111 OVflllTlllKE EDnlNG IN THE MIDDLE OF TEXT 
WHERE POSSIBLE 

ftlDClllUIE hgle 

IP get_iafo (carr•t-baffw, -..Se•) • onrstrilt• 
1BEll 

aet (iuwt, carr•t_baffw); 
II.SE 

aet (oYeratrili:•, carrat_baffw); 
llDJF; 

llDPIOCIOORE 

llEFillE_KEf('toggle',ctrl_-.Jt•r>: 

LOW-SPEED TERMINALS 
(< 2400 BAUD) 

• TO INSERT LINE OF TEXT, •oPEN• UP A NEW LINE 
FIRST, RATHER THAN PUSH EXISTING LINE OVER 

• USE SET (llfSSAeLRAeS,5, WHERE POSSIBLE 
• USE NONE AnRIBUTE FOR SELECT OPERATIONS OR 

HIGHLIGHT ONLY THE STARTING CHARACTER OF THE 
SELECT RANGE 
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WINDOWING 

• USE MINIMUM NUMBER OF WINDOWS 
• AVOID OVERLAPPING WINDOWS 
• USE NONE ATIRIBUTE FOR MARKERS AND RANGES 

WHERE POSSIBLE 

WINDOWING 

• KEEP ONE BOUNDARY OF YOUR MAIN WINDOW AT 
THE TOP OR BOTIOM EDGE OF SCREEN 

• USE UPDATE,SCllOU,llEFllESH,SHIFT WINDOW ONLY 
WHEN NECESSARY 

• USE DMEll MESSAGE ONLY WHEN NECESSARY 
• USE •SECTION• MOVES INSTEAD OF AUTOREPEATING 

ARROW KEYS WHERE POSSIBLE 
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READING INPUT 

• USE llEAD-l.INI INSTEAD OF PROGRAMMABLE 
COMMAND WINDOW WHERE POSSIBLE 

• USE llfADJCfY INSTEAD OF llfAD-CHAll WHERE 
POSSIBLE 

• USE DEFINED KEYS INSTEAD OF COMMAND LINE 
MODE 

MISCELLANEOUS 

• USE TPU AS •1Cfpr EDITOR INSTEAD OF INVOKING 
TPU MULTIPLE TIMES TO EDIT MULTIPLE FILES 

• USE fDIT/Tl'U/NOCOMMAND IF A COMMAND 
FILE IS NEVER USED 

• DO CllfATLJlllOCfSI ONCE I NOT ONCE PER 
DCL COMMAND I 

22 
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85APR26 

VAX 1M Ada® 
FIELD TEST REPORT 

Bevin Brett 
VAX Ada Project 

DIGITAL 

™ VAX la• tredem11rk of Dlgltel Equipment Corporellon 

'® Ada ts • registered tredemark of the U.S. Government, 
Ada Joint Program Office 

I. 

85APR26 

FIELD TEST - OORATlOii 

Nm MGNITUI£ 

hr.ti oft 

FTI officially started 
kits Hftt out 

FT2 started 

IDC code fr•eze 

23 
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I I. 

85APR26 

FIELD TEST - DURATI~ 

lt;fD HAGNITUll: 

lla1nitade 

28 FT sites, 

4 __ 888~188 lines of Ad1 code 

8SAPR26 

QAR Slff1ARY 

Nu"ber of QARS 

TotCll Closed: 

TotCl I Answered: 

Total Open: 

TotCl I QARs: 

24 

287 

' 11 

387 



8SAPR26 

II .A QAR SlftlARY CC~'D> 

Breakdown of Closed QARs by Cate1ory 

Fixed in ttext release: 
hquiry: 
User error: 
Su11es ti on: 

Docuftentation error: 
Hot reproducible: 
hforRCl tiona 1: 
TeRporary workaround: 
Desi1n chcan1e: 
Unsupported: 
Teftporary patch: 

Nuftber 
187 
68 
38 
2, 
1, 
11 
4 
3 
2 
2 
8 

TotCll: 287 

8'APR26 

11.c QAR SUlttARY -

USER ERRORS 

User errors 

Tot• 1 ~ 
34 
22 
12 
8 

' 3 
1 
8 

• • 8 

I Overloadin1 resolution probleRs, the 

CORpiler is "UCH better th•n hURClftS! 

I Ex•ct readint of Ranu•1 on •intuitively 
obvious• issues 
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ISAPR26 

II.cl QAR Sllt1AkY -

USER ERRORS CCOHT'D 

t People confuse run-tiRe ex~eptio•s 
••d c0Rpile-ti11e errors 

I Unconstrained records causing 
stora1e error 

ISAPR26 

II .c2 QAR SUPl1ARY -

USER ERRORS (CONT'D> 

I •••• of Uo1ati le Mkes thh1s 
tMt look 1 Ike optiRizer errors 

I Rin•rstcftdh1• of I'° ••d 
Teskh1 
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111. 

Ill.A 

85APR26 

FT SITE tottlENTS 

CCNW1eats fro" users 

I IRPl'"OYe"e.ts 

I Docuweatatioa 

I Co•versioas fro" other cot1pilers 

I Other 

85APR26 

FT SITE CCH1ENTS -

IHPROVE1£NTS 

I Resources coftsufted 

- CPU 

- Mftory 

- 11'0 

I U.riety of ideas for iRprovi•t 

27 



8SAPR26 

llI.A2 FT SITE COtt£JCTS -

JMPROVEP1ENTS CCOifT'D> 

Di e1nos ti cs 

I •soRe error Ressa9es seeRed a little 
obsc11re• 

I •tood dia1nostics pro¥id1d by the UAX 
Ada CORPi ler• 

t Reco1nize Rore special cases 

JIJ.A3 

8SAPR26 

FT SITE COMNTS -

JMPROVEMEHTS CCOHT'D> 

Generated code Qllality 

I Already siRi1ar to Pascal, PL,J, C 

I Depends on pro1raR 

I Reco1nlze ROre special cases 

28 



15APR26 

llJ.A4 FT SITE ~NlS -

IMPROVEr'ENTS <CONT'D> 

I ••ttet" CORDilatiOft R•'IHlt~eftt 

I Ada CORll&ftd to cowpile a file for 

which a •ftit does •ot yet exist 

I Tool to deterRifte the correct order 
to cowpil• a ••t of files 

111.AS 

15APR26 

FT SITE COPt1ENTS -

IPIPROVEl'ENTS (CQHT'D> 

llor• IW'09r•"" i ftl Hv l roMeft.t too I s 

I Cross r•ferHce uti 1 i ty 

I Pr•tty IM"iftter 

29 



III.1 

15APR26 

I FT SITE COl1'ENTS 

DOCurDTATIOi't 

I •best doc•Reftt•tioa of •~Y Ad• 
IM"Oduct we've seea• 

I •Dtdn't He very Mch• 

III .11 

8SAPR26 

FT SITE CO~IEfUS -

DOCllEHTATION CCOO'D> 

I COflflOn L•ftlU•te E1Wlroawent 

I UO 

30 



85APR26 

IV GATHERED STATISTICS 

• Nature of eource programs 
- size 
- number of lines after generics and lnllnlng 

• Compiler performance 
- working set 
- page faults 
- cpu time 
- elapsed time 

• Compilation library characteristics 
- traffic analysis 

85APR26 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

I 1588 pa1e ..arkiq set seetts •bout 

rllht 

I Spuds MtHn 251 •M 2588 lhes 

.-r 11hute 

31 



85APR26 

V FIELD TEST CONCLUSIONS 

• Duration adequate because of limited 
range of applications available 

• Not as many "user errors" as expected 

• It's amazing how many bugs you can 
have In a validated compiler! 

• Very few known bugs In the V 1 complier 

32 



VAX Ada® Field Test Panel 

Bob Gable 
Lear Siegler /Instrument Division 

4141 Eastern Avenue SE MS 121 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508 

Spring 1985 DECUS {New Orleans) 

®Ada Is a registered trademark of the U.S. Government (Ada Joint Pro
gram Office). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

• VAX Ada Right Choice for 
- VAX-Hosted Support Software 

- Ada Training (with LSE) 

- Embedded Software 
• lnltl1I Development 
• Module 1nd Function Test 

• Well Integrated with CMS, LSE 

•VAX Ada, VAX LISP ==> 2 8600's In Cluster 
• The Ada Language 

- Time-Consuming to Learn 
- Efficiency Problems for Real-Time, Embedded Computers 
- Promising Features 

34 
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Lear Siegler Ada Work 
Current and Near-Term 

• Previous Languages 
- FORTRAN, JOVIAL, Pascal, assembly tang. ==>,Ada 

• Configuration Management Tools 

• MIL-STD-1750A, Z8002 
• Embedded Flight Computer Software 

- Module, Functional Development and Verification 
- Cross-Targeted Compiler for Integration 

- Support Software (Linker, Assembler) 

VAX Ada 
Callable-CMS 

• CMS$SHOW_GENERATION 
- Passing Procedure Addresses by Value 

• ROUTINE'ADDRESS Htrlbute 

- DEC provided IMPORT _VALUEO_PROCEOURE pragma 

- EXPORT _VALUEO_PROCEDURE Pragma Needed 

3 

• CMS Calls User Function with In Out Argument; Expects User to Return 
Status Value; Resorted to FORTRAN call 

•Defining Interface Packages Time Consuming 
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VAX Ada Field Test 
Problems 

1. Ada Language Itself . 

2. Many Bugs in Separate Compilation 

3. Using VAX Debugger with Ada More Difficult than with 
VAX FORTRAN (-.i .......,, 

4. Compiling Ada Programs in ADA$BATCH from LSE Awk
ward 

5. Fewer Problems than VAX FORTRAN Field Test 

Compiler 

VAX Ada 
Lear 
FORTRAN 

VAX Ada 
Compilation Speed 

Max. Working CPU Page 
Set Size Secs. Faults 

2048 11 1087 
1024 31 285 

Source 
Lines/Min. 

502 
387 

• VAX Ada Working Set Size 

< 1000 Too Slow 
1000-2000 Tolerable 
2500 DEC's Recommended Value 

5 

• VAX Ada Runs Quickly, Uses Large Amounts of Memory 
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VAX Ada Field Test 
Mechanics 

•Ada Team Responds Quickly! 

• Dally Review of QAR Data Base 
• Learn from Others' Problems 

- Dynamic Strings 
- Working Set Tuning 

• Transfer of Files - Not Ideal 

7 

ACM SigAda Ada Run-Time Environment 
Working Group 

Establish Conventions, Criteria, Guidelines for Ada Run-Time 
Environments; Provide Framework to Evaluate and 

Effectively Use Ada RTS 

• Group Is Mixture of Ada Implementers, Users 

• Can Real-Time, Embedded Applications Use Full Ada? ...... 
....... ,..." 

• Working Group Consensus 
- DEC Documentation Superb - E~eclally Implementation Depen

dent Features of Language, Run-Time System 
- Ada LRM with Interspersed with VAX Ada Features 
- If Only the Cross-Targeting Ada Compller Vendors Did As Well 

• 
37 



Language-Sensitive Editor 
Field Test 

•Significantly Aids Programming in New Languages (e.g. 
Ada) 

•Customized LSE for Other Languages 
-JOVIAL 
- Mtcrotec/8086 Pascal 

- SLITe><. ln'eX 
- Commonly-Used System Service Calls (from FORTRAN) 

• .. Semi-Compatible" with EDT 

Performance Coverage Analyzer 
Field Test 

• Embedded Computer Software Functional Test 

- For Path Coverage/Statement Coverage 

- Replaces FORTRAN/JOVIAL/PASCAL-Specific Tools 

- Only Tool To Do This for Ada 

• Support Software 
- For Performance Improvement 

38 
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Languages and Tools Wishlist 
Results and DEC Responses 

- K. Hornbach 
Chair, Languages & Tools 

The Languages & Tools SIG published a wishlist in the February issue of 
the newsletter. The results were tabulated by Al Folsom and Al Rizzuto, 
and forwarded on to DEC. DEC responded to the Wishlist items at the New 
Orleans Symposium. The following are their responses, based on notes I 
took in the session. I have attempted to make them as accurate as possible, 
but please remember that all the usual disclaimers apply. 

1. DEC should make all VAX manuals available ouline, and 
provide a structured way to acc~ss them.(126 votes) 

DEC Response: We are actively looking at it. We have worked with 
some of these capabilities internally. The new CDROM (laser disk 
system) offers interesting possibilities. The HELP files under Version 
4.0 VMS are greatly expanded, and are a step in that direction. 

2. DEC should provide a sophisticated test formatter, with 
things such as multiple fonts, proportional spacing, math/
Greek, and macros (along the lines of formatters like 'JEX 
and Scribe). (117 votes) 

DEC Response: We are evaluating a course of action in this impor
tant marketing area. We have worked with a number of such systems 
(like 'JEX and Scribe) internally, and are tracking the technology. 

3. DEC should add the complete "Block DO" and "Block, CASE" 
constructs to VAX-Fortran. {92 votes) 

DEC Response: Portions of these constructs are already implemented 
in VAX-Fortran V 4.0. We may implement further features in VS.O, 
and would expect to comply with the Fortran standard in this area, 
once it becomes finalized. 
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4. All VAX compilers should support a /check=argument_count qual
ifier (that checks to make sure the number and types of ar
guments passed match). (92 votes) 

DEC Response: Should all languages support this? Would it be some
thing that should be done at link time, rather than compile time, so 
that all calling sequences can be checked? We are interested in such 
a capability but have questions about how it could be effectively im
plemented in the Common Language Environment. 

5. DEC should market a general programmer's workstation. (79 
votes) 

DEC Response: We are evolving towards that, with the VAXstation 
IL Vli'e need to know more what you think a programmer's workstation 
should consist of. 

6. DEC should provide an automated Documentation Control 
Manager. (79 votes) 

DEC Response: We're not sure what this means. CMS will store 
any ASCII file, and we use that internally to control our documents. 

7. DEC should provide a "Lint"-like tool for VAX C. (78 votes) 

DEC Response: We are very aware of the need for a Lint-like ca
pability. We are interested in C portability issues. The /std=port 
compile option does a lot of checking. We wil1 take a look at doing 
more, but will probably approach the solution from the DEC philoso
phy of providing tools that are multi-lingual, vs. a separate Lint-like 
tool for every different compiler. 

8. DEC product brochures should contain more technical in
formation about actual capabilities and requirements for a 
language/tool. (76 votes) 
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DEC Response: We are aware of the need and interested in solv
ing it. We have many different types of product literature; one of 
our biggest problems is how to ensure that we have a complete and 
up-to-date mailing list, so that the information actually reaches ·you. 
The Electronic Store is starting to make tool demos available on line. 

9. DEC should provide on-line CAI (Computer Aided Instruc
tion) classes for all new software tools. (71 votes) 

DEC Response: CAI courses are produced by Educational Services 
at DEC; they feel that CAI courses are not appropriate for technical 
people; they should be aimed more towards non-technical types. They 
are expensive to develop, and must justify themselves as a product. 

10. DEC should provide more complete implementation of the C 
runtime library and closer compatibility of functions such as 
vfork() to the UNIX implementation. (69 votes) 

DEC Response: Version 2 of Chas a lot more of the capability you 
are requesting. We are aware of the need and try to do as much as 
possible. 

11. DEC should provide software tool support for software de
sign. {68 votes) 

DEC Response: ·we are very interested in this topic, and are for
mulating ideas about how to meet this need. We would be very 
interested in hearing about the methodologies you use and would like 
to see supported. 

12. DEC should provide more emulation of the UNIX environ
ment on VMS. {68 votes) 

DEC Response: We are continuously working to enhance the C run 
time library and DEC/Shell, and plan to continue this activity. 

13. DEC should provide a problem report database tool that 
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is integrated with DEC/CMS and DEC/Test Manager. (67 
votes) 

DEC Response: This is something we are interested in. It relates 
to the concept of an overalJ "Configuration Management" tool. We 
have given sessions in this area at the last few Symposia. We are stiJl 
working out alJ the detaiJs of what a configuration management tool 
would cover; but problem reports would obviously be one aspect. 

14. DEC should provide a tool to generate the dependandes file 
for MMS. (65 votes) 

DEC Response: V\Te're like to solve this problem - it is the most 
requested enhancement for MMS. We would like such a tool to also 
work on software outside the Common Language Environment, which 
makes it a much more compJicated problem. However, we do have 
some ideas about how it might be solved. 

15. DEC should provide a configuration control manager. (63 
votes) 

DEC Response: We are very interested in this, and are working on 
concepts for it in advanced development right now. 

16. DEC should support GKS to level 2. (63 votes) 

DEC Response: We .have plans to do this. 

17. DEC should provi~e a description of all tools in on-line help, 
~ven if they're not licensed on the syst.em, so people know 
what's available and what the general capabilites for each 
tool are. ( 63 votes) 

DEC Response: It's a good idea, but we have some questions about 
implementation details. It would require quite a bit of logistical 
manuevering to get it to happen. We plan on exploring this idea 
further. 
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LTSIG Hishlist 
for Anaheim 

Hello My name is Alan Rizzuto, I am your new w1shlist 
coordinator for the LTSIG. Some of you my have seen my name in the 
newsletter or may have met me at New Orleans. I am replacinq Al 
Folsom who is publishinq this newsletter now. 

I would like to take this opportunity to acquaint you with 
what a wishlist is. If you already know what the wishlist is, I 
would like to explain the importance of it to you and the other 
aembers of the SIG. 

The wishlist is our <leaders of the SIG> method of findinq 
out the needs of each of the members of the SIG. The two areas of 
help that the wishlist provides is: what can the leadership of the 
SIG do for you the aember, and what can DEC do to help you 
accomplish your task more efficiently. 

The most important part of the wishlist is YOUR involment in 
the wishlist. Each time we present the wishlist for voting ttwice 
a year, before each symposia), we will be asking YOU for your 
ideas on what should be on the wishlist. The only way that the 
wishlist can be totally effective is if YOU the member put your 
ideas into the wishlist. 

The wishlist is then voted upon by the complete membership, 
which gives us a view of what all of the members feel about a 
given issue. The items that recieve4 the most votes ttop ten> from 
the membership are then responded to by the leadership of the SIG 
for SIG related issues and most importantly DEC responds to the 
DEC related issues. This allows you the member input to both DEC 
and the leadership of the SIG. 

On the following page you will find a form that should be 
used to write your wishlist entry. The wishlist will be published 
in the next issue of the newsletter. Please feel free to copy the 
form and send me as many items that you would like to see on the 
wishlist. 

If you have any questions or would like to contact me for any 
reason you can reach me at the following address or phone number 
between the hours of 0830 and 1700 Eastern Standard Time. 

Alan Rizzuto 
EMC Systems Inc. 
P.O. Box 534 
Cockeysville, Md. 21030 
(301) 628-8167 

Please send the forms in as soon as possible so that your 
item will appear in the wishlist. 
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L&T Spring 1985 Wishlist Qucstionaire 

Name: 

Address: 

City, State ZIP: 

Phone: 

Check. the one most appropriate choice: 

0 Interested in Languages and Tools 

0 User of Languages and Tools 

O User of LanouaQes and Tools, and interface: with DEC developers 

Wishlist Question is directed toward: 

D Languages and Tools SIG 

0 DEC 

Type{ s) of Operating Systems: 

Type( s) of Hosts: 

Wishlist Questlon: 
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